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Abstract: Current era is customer-orientation era and organizations try hard to satisfy their customers and do their best in
marketing. There are numerous factors affect customer satisfaction. One of these important factors is crowdsourcing.
Crowdsourcing is one of the emerging Web based phenomenon which has attracted great attention from both customers and
researchers over the years. Therefore, to investigate it and its effective factors is needed. So, this research is modeling the
crowdsourcing effective factors on marketing in tourism industry. Current research is applied one and seeks to identify
crowdsourcing effective factors on customer satisfaction in tourism industry. Also, research method is descriptive-survey. So,
the independent and dependent variables have been introduced at the first part by literature review. Then, the identified factors
in the model has been validated by using judgmental method and 7 experts’ viewpoints in tourism field. To present the final
conceptual model, fuzzy cognitive mapping and expert mind map drawing have been used. Findings have indicated that among
the technology factor indexes, the “social networks” index had the most effect; among environmental factor indexes, the
“applying competitive competitiveness” index had the most effect; among the product market price factor indexes, the
“consumer price elasticity” index had the most effect; among the executive decisions factor indexes, the “high income for
better planning” index had the most effect; among the financial flows factor indexes, the “organizing suitable individual” index
had the most effect; among the motive forces factor indexes, the “task attractiveness” index had the most effect; among the
main factors indexes, the “using the newest sources” index had the most effect and among task features indexes, the “creativity
in performing the task” index had the most effect. Also, recommendations have been presented.
Keywords: Information & Communication Technology, Crowdsourcing, Marketing, Tourism Industry,
Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping

1. Introduction
Customer satisfaction and marketing have turned to main
concerns of the organizations. Current era is customerorientation era and organizations try hard to satisfy their
customers and do their best in marketing. There are
numerous factors affect customer satisfaction. One of the

main factors which has been considered less by Iranian
organizations & their managers is “crowdsourcing”
phenomena. This phenomenon is of the modern techniques in
business & others fields. Crowdsourcing is one of the
emerging Web based phenomenon which has attracted great
attention from both customers and researchers over the years.
This phenomenon can facilitate the connectivity and
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collaboration among people, organizations, and societies as
well as can affect the customer satisfaction through this. [43].
The widespread application of this phenomena has been seen
and is considerable by most of the researchers, yet.
Crowdsourcing gives main roles to individuals & groups
through which the organizations can assign their tasks to
them. Crowdsourcing which is defined as follow; “the
process of achieving the needed service, idea & content by
getting help from a large group of online people” is used
increasingly in marketing. Crowdsourcing seeks to mobilize
the capabilities & skills which are spread out among the
individuals and existed in different types. Actually,
crowdsourcing is a force-based model in which the
organizations use the advanced internet technologies
temporarily to apply the attempts of virtual crowd to perform
the specific organizational tasks. [32].
Today, crowdsourcing has entered to tourism sector and is
used more in this sector. Thus, considering it and its effective
factors in marketing is necessary. So, this research seeks to
present a model for crowdsourcing effective factors on
marketing in tourism sector.

2. Literature Review
Crowdsourcing
This phenomenon was defined for the first time by [20] in
Wired Magazine. It was defined as “the act of a company or
institution taking a function once performed by employees
and outsourcing it to an undefined (and generally large)
network of people in the form of an open call”. [20]
Crowdsourcing has academic base as well as has a start-up. It
gives us complete & comprehensive information. It forces us
toward problem solving skills.
Crowdsourcing is an action or a practice which is
considered by a firm or an entity. It is a conducted
performance by the employees or a network of online crow.
The crowdsourcing functional & strategic plans have been
whispered during recent years and have been included idea
generation, small organizing for the operation, open source
software and public participation as well as urban
knowledge, urban journalism and Wikis. [7]. Also, it is
defined as the action uses a group of people to decide,
innovate & solve problems. [20].
The nature of crowdsourcing is the general mobilization of
creative ideas by the consumers. [33].
Howe (2006), (2011) offers the two following definitions
for crowdsourcing:
a) The White Paper Version: Crowdsourcing is the act of
taking a job traditionally performed by a designated
representative (usually an employee) and outsourcing it
to an undefined, generally large group of people in the
form of an open call.
b) The Sound-bite Version: The application of Open
Source principles to fields outside of software. (For
example; open Street Map). [33].
Alonso & Lease (2011) have defined crowdsourcing;
outsourcing the task to a large group instead of assigning

such tasks to the staff. [2].
i. [8]; the individuals are paid to do the web-based tasks.
[8].
ii. [6] defines it as “an online problem solving process as
well as a production model which is usually used for
firm profitability. Also, it is defined as a strategic
model which attracts a group of motived & interested
individuals with high problem solving ability [6].
iii. [11] consider it as a specific sample of collective
knowledge. [11].
iv. [12] believe that crowdsourcing is a method through
which firms can achieve external knowledge. [12].
v. [15] its general aim is problem solving. [15].
vi. [17] consider it as a relative new phenomenon in
which staff often perform a task for less payments
[17].
vii. [19] believe that it is a commercial open source
method makes the most use of people across the social
network. [19].
viii. [20] it is a mechanism through which the knowledge
& talent are given to those who need it. [20].
ix. [22] it is the form of users & consumers' integration in
internal value creation processes. [22].
x. [15]; it is outsourcing tasks online to the public. [15].
xi. [23] it is a tool to investigate the problems across an
organization or a business. - [23].
xii. [28] consider it as general mobilization through
internet creative & innovative ideas to solve a
problem. [28].
xiii. [29] it is a method to outsource tasks to the public for
creating spiritual properties commonly with the aim of
ease accessibility to a widespread type of skills &
experiences. [29].
xiv. [41] the process of outsourcing activities to an online
society in the form of a call by a firm. [41].
Crowdsourcing types
[6], has described four types of crowdsourcing;
a) Knowledge discovery & management approach: to
employ the crowd with funding as well as to organize
existing widespread knowledge.
b) The broadcast search approach: often is used to assign
task to the crowd with the problem solving ability often
scientific.
c) The peer-vetted creative production approach: assigning
a task with the aim of creating & storing the ideas.
d) Distributed human intelligence task assignment: to
assign widespread data. [6]
Crowdsourcing applications
As it has been described in various researches,
crowdsourcing has three application;
a) Involving
the
consumer
in
the
company
communication: crowdsourcing to organizations,
customers & site users by all of the organizations &
firms to improve their goods and services. So that the
customers & users are asked to give their advices on a
good or service. Then, their advices are being
investigated and revised as well as the best ones which
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can affect good or service quality are selected. For
instances, Dell has had a website in which it asks its
customers to give their views and experiences on the
firm’s products. Then the ideas are investigated and the
best one is selected as well as the winner is rewarded.
b) Alternative to costly communication professionals:
crowdsourcing to researchers and scholars of a specific
scope. So that, an institution calls up the scholars &
researchers of a specific scope when it has a research
plan or a problem.
c) Commercial
crowdsourcing
or
advertising:
crowdsourcing to the public not staff. The organization
introduces a series of products which are going to be
presented by it. The crowd is asked to present the
products they can produce. Then, the provided products
are investigated and reviewed by the organization
experts as well as the best ones are selected and
presented on the organizations. Examples are Faradars
and other similar organization in Iran. Some needed
courses are introduced on the site and the crowd are
asked to produce each of them, they can. Then, the
organization selects the best ones and presents them on
the site. It asks its customers to produce the T-shirt,
mugs and banners with the firm’s logo. Then, the best
ones are present on the site for selling. [14].
Crowdsourcing and outsourcing differences
According to [20] crowdsourcing has been investigated
from the outsourcing viewpoint for the first time.
[43] believe that outsourcing can be in the form of
purchasing a good or service in its easiest form which has
been presented by the internal producers. [43].
Also, it is defined as contracting for internal different tasks
or needs for external service providers. [14].
Despite crowdsourcing is the integrated form of
outsourcing, crowdsourcing & outsourcing have common
aims in which external sources are used to satisfy internal
needs.
As it is understood, outsourcing is assigning some part of
affairs to an expert group from a specific organization. In
outsourcing a group or individuals who have specific abilities
& talents are hired from other organizations as well as are
tasking. But, the people such as customers or site users are
employed from out of the organization in crowdsourcing.
Table 1 describes the differences between crowdsourcing
& outsourcing;
Table 1. The differences between crowdsourcing & outsourcing.
Crowdsourcing
All can participate
Problems are publicizing
The best idea gets the reward
No assurance for the solutions
High risk due to knowledge
sharing
High cost risk
Product improvement

[27].

Outsourcing
Only definite people can participate
The problem is only defined
According to contract
Trust is high due to the experts
Agent reputation & expert make the
relation
low cost risk
Competitive advantage creation

3

Crowdsourcing in tourism industry
Since crowdsourcing is new in tourism, there are less
projects on its effects & application in tourism. A series of
crowdsourcing theories and applications have been presented
as follow;
i. [24] have updated the tourism knowledge and
information by the tourists helps.
ii. Some sites as Karvaval and Mapgard are working in
tourism field as well as apply both mentioned types of
crowdsourcing for customer satisfaction and product
improvement.
So that some writers are employed from the outside of the
organization. They work round and part time. Several
subjects are determined and writers are asked to write about
that subjects in less payment. Also, they asks their customers
and fans to share their videos, images and logbooks. These
will result in innovation & customer loyalty through creating
a good and valuable sense in them.
Open Street Map, Wikivoyage are kind of sites in which
the maps & other related information to tourism are designed
& gathered by volunteers who collect & share their tourism
interests & experiences.
The Personalized Travel System based on Crowdsourcing
by [44] and Tag Tag City are examples of tourism Web
applications supported by Crowdsourcing.
Kamino is a location-based mobile application which
offers crowd-sourced city guides, including attractions,
restaurants, shops and other relevant complimentary
information, while the user is walking around the city.
Stereo public is a mobile crowdsourcing application which
gathers and shares data regarding quiet public spaces.
The Holiday Check travel platform, which works with
several well-known tour operators, relies on the crowd to rate
hotels, share photos, videos and travel experiences. Rating,
sharing and posting correspond to the type of user feedback
and crowd-sourced data we are considering.
Crowdsourcing in Marketing
According to the expansion of marketing activities in
tourism, internet application became more as well as made
everything available. Tourism organizations can use this tool
to increase customer loyalty as well as make available their
needed goods & services. But, to do that the human resource
advantage should be used online. Sites and organizations can
apply interested loyal users.
[26] believes that crowdsourcing can affect marketing
since the crowd is the representative of people and his/her
viewpoint can represent customers’ demands, ideas and
wants. We can achieve customer loyalty & satisfaction by
satisfying these needs. [26].
Crowdsourcing is a way to introduce new products by the
firm which may result in the strongest brand image. In
crowdsourcing application part, it has been pointed that the
organizations asks idea from their customers. Indeed, this
action will create a good sense in customer. This will cause to
customer loyalty at the end. Some examples are Dell &
Alibaba sites. They detect their products’ weakness through
this way and improve them.
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Also, My Starbucks asks its customer to share their ideas
and experiences so that has better relations with the
customers as well as improves their goods & services.
i. Converse Shoes firm accepts home advertisements in
“Converse Gallery” site. [10].
ii. Chevrolet, also has applied crowdsourcing in its form
and has let its customers to put a 30 second video on
their experience with their ‘Chevrolet’.
iii. Dell has held a match among the students of Austin
University in Texas and asked them to design new &
odd projects to answer customers’ new needs. The
reward was 50000 dollars. Finally, the best projects
have been selected for better servicing to customers.
iv. General Mill seeks ideas on packaging and new product
field by the crowd to improve servicing.
Other known examples in crowdsourcing
i. My Starbucks Idea: Submit ideas for Starbucks
products
ii. Idea Brewery: review brands & business ideas.
iii. Unilever: open innovation for social goods.

iv. Start Some Good: Crowd funding for social goods.
v. Facebook Translation: employing wisdom of crowds
is offering the advantage of providing site versions
that are more compatible with local cultures. [18].
vi. Minted Product design: crowd-sources design from
independent artists and sells the designs as “fine products
such as stationery, wall art, and décor for the home,
holidays, and occasions. Minted was an early pioneer of
crowdsourcing product design and has held open art and
graphic design challenges monthly since 2008”.
vii. Click advisor Consumer research: Click advisor
provides a range of crowdsourcing based research
services by using “consumers as brand advisors who
review products, decisions and concepts and offer
advice on how they can be improved”.
viii. Idea Bounty Creative ideas and marketing solutions. Idea
Bounty offers a crowdsourcing platform for companies to
crowd source creative ideas and marketing solution to
over 200000 registered creative idea generators, who are
ready to take on challenging client briefs.

Table 2. Crowdsourcing in marketing activities.
Marketing Activity
Product management
Distribution management
Communication
management
Marketing research
Content marketing

Crowdsourcing Application
Widely accepted crowdsourcing is used to support new ideas and new products development as well as testing of prototypes.
Crowdsourcing especially might be successful in information product distribution, but also crowd labor might be applied for
distribution tasks in physical market.
Often addressed issue in research as Internet mainly serves as communication channel. Companies can allocate different
communication tasks to users through crowdsourcing.
Crowdsourcing enables to get feedback and opinion from the crowd, however engagement and quality assurance issues are
critical
As examples of several companies (Intel, FedEx) show, crowdsourcing is actively deployed in content marketing activities

[16]

3. Research Background
Tiwari & Kaushik (2014), (2015) have presented a mobile
location-aware tourism recommendation system enriched by
Crowdsourcing. Vohnout et al. (2014) have presented Smart
Tourist Data, a proposal for the integration of open linked
tourism data sources. In this case, the Crowd-sourced data is
provided by Linked Open Data (LOD) repositories such as
Open Street Map, Open Weather Map or Wiki travel. [3]
have proposed Crowdsourcing as a means to generate the
initial data set for a personalized tourist attraction
recommendation system. [1] have investigated the use of
Facebook as governmental media for getting tourism
experiences from tourists to improve tourism industry. They
have presented; can crowdsourcing be used for
crowdsourcing travel information & experiences for
government tourism institutions? This case study has
presented both qualitative & quantitative analysis of FB page
of Tourism Australia & provided an in depth understanding
of citizen participation & contribution in the FB page. Their
findings have indicated that the page has served successfully
as a platform for its audience by getting both Australians &
tourists from all over the world to suggest locations,
uploaded photos, answers, questions & give advices. [24]
have provided a recommendation of tourism resources

program by crowdsourcing. To do this, trust & reputation for
the validation of uploaded resources as well as publishers,
big Data for users profiling & context-aware filtering
algorithm for the personalized recommendation of tourism
resources. This research has been conducted through related
surveys to tourism. The results have anticipated
recommendations to tourists. [34] have presented a model of
effective factors on crowdsourcing. In their model; factors
such as the quantity & quality of the tasks, market
competition and so on have been investigated. Their results
have indicated that higher awards easier tasks, longer
duration & lower competition intensity lead to better
crowdsourcing. Also, higher award, longer duration & higher
difficulty level of task lead to higher ability of sources. [4]
believe that crowdsourcing is the use of crowd to create new
products & improve consumer experiences. When it is used
in brand & marketing scope, it will engage consumers by
asking them to be part of a branding system & their
experience will be used in decisions. Also, crowdsourcing
provides good marketing opportunities for firms. [16] have
investigated crowdsourcing application in marketing. Factors
affecting consuners involvment in crowdsourcing activities
have been investigated as well as the role of crowdsourcing
in firms marketing activities has been investigated. From the
marketing perspective crowdsourcing can be used in various
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activities such as market research, communication, new
products development, etc. Digout et al. (2013) have
investigated how crowdsourcing directly affect the variables
of the marketing mix such as product development, price
positioning, distribution & communication. Also, it affects
people, process & physical evidence.

4. Research Methodology
4.1. Research Method
Current research is applied one and seeks to identify
crowdsourcing effective factors on marketing in tourism
industry. Also, research method is descriptive-survey. So, the
independent and dependent variables have been introduced at
the first part by literature review. Then, the identified factors
in the model has been validated by using judgmental method
and 7 experts’ viewpoints in tourism field. To present the
final conceptual model, fuzzy cognitive mapping and expert
mind map drawing have been used.
Cognitive mapping contains two basic elements namely
concepts and causal relations. Concepts are reflected in
“variables” while causal relations are shown by variables’
interrelations. Causal relations connect the variables to each
other and can be either positive or negative. The variables
resulting in changes are called “cause” variables; whereas
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those affected by the changes are called “effect” variables
[24]. If there is a direct (positive) relation between two
variables; then an increase or decrease in the cause variable is
accompanied with similar change in the same direction in
“effect” variable. If there is an inverse (negative) relation, the
change imposed to “cause” variable is also observed in the
“effect” variable in opposite direction. [4]
Considering qualitative nature of cognitive mapping and
quantification capacity of fuzzy theory, Kosko introduced the
concept of fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) in 1986. In contrast to
common cognitive maps, fuzzy cognitive map assigns a
number, instead of 0, to each element that shows the strength
of the causal relation.
Development of a FCM requires inputs resulting from
experts’ experience and knowledge. Thus accumulated
experience of the experts is integrated with the available
knowledge that forms the basis for drawing cause-effect
relations among the system components [16].
FCMs represent fuzzified cognitive maps that enables to
assign values between -1 and 1 to causal relations; the weight
(w) attributed to a one-way arch from node x1 to node x2 is
expressed quantitatively; showing that to what extent the
concept X1 causes the concept x2. Thus, FCMs are more
inclusive than common cognitive maps.

Figure 1. The steps of drawing a FCM [14].

An example of FCM is represented in this figure. Variables
C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 are drawn as nodes and the causal relations

are shoed by the arrows. The magnitude of Ci effect on Cj is
denoted by Wij which is a positive or negative value.

Figure 2. An example of FCM and the related matrix.

4.2. Research Model
Some researchers ([34, 24, 39, 1, 36, 37, 4, 14, 31, 30, 21,
43], 2012; [16]) have investigated numerous factors and
indexes which have been presented in this research as well as
have stated below;
In this research not only by reviewing the previous
researches, but also by forming Focus Group (7 experts in
tourism and marketing) the below indexes have been stated
to create a base of common knowledge for identifying,

clarifying and exact explaining the factors and indexes;
1) Sites of the Firms & Organizations
2) Governmental Regulations
3) Controls on the Sites
4) Customer Segmentations by Service
5) Customer Segmentations by Loyalty
6) Main partners’ involvement in decision making on the
tasks
7) Survey from the partners on the tasks
8) Applying competitive advantage
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9) Organization competitiveness
10) survey from the public on the price
11) customer Price Elasticity
12) Organization high income for better planning
13) Employing valuable experts for related processes
14) Expenses for human resource training
15) Low cost of crowdsourcing
16) Tasks clearness
17) the feedback system appropriateness
18) Organizing suitable individuals
19) Proper control

20) The Task appropriateness
21) The Reward timeliness
22) The Task attractiveness
23) Allocating reward for the task
24) Optimum use of the sources
25) Using the newest sources
26) Task difficulty
27) Appropriate to individual talent
28) Creativity in performing the task
29) Appropriate to individual expert

Figure 3. Conceptual model.

5. Findings

Table 4. Determining the priority of environmental factors indexes.

According to the questionnaire conceptual framework, the
effect of some crowdsourcing factors has been investigated
on customer satisfaction. Each factor has some indexes. In
this part, at first the priority of each index in its related factor
has been identified, then the factors have been modeled.
Table 3. Determining the priority of technology indexes.
Concepts

Outdegree

Indegree

Centrality

Social Networks

138

129

266

Sites of the firms

116

127

243

In the above table, the input, output and centrality degree
of each factors have been achieved. The centrality is
achieved by the sum of input and output degree. The index
with high centrality, has higher priority. So, the “social
networks” index was at the first priority with 2.66 centrality
value and the “site of firms” index was at the last priority
with 2.43 centrality value.

Concepts
Governmental regulations
Control on the sites
Customer segmentation by
service
Customer segmentation by
loyalty
Partners involvement in
decision making
Survey from partners on the
tasks
Applying Competitive
advantage
Organization
Competitiveness

Outdegree
4.62
4.51

Indegree
3.86
4.62

Centrality
8.47
9.12

5.36

5.03

10.39

5.06

5.27

10.33

4.58

4.63

9.22

4.90

4.58

9.48

5.09

5.58

10.68

4.76

5.38

10.14

According to the achieved centrality values; “applying
competitive competitiveness” index was at the first priority
with 10.68 centrality value and has the most effect as well as
the “governmental regulations” index was at the last priority
with 8.47 centrality value.
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Table 5. Determining the priority of market price indexes.
Concepts
Survey on price
Customer price elasticity

Outdegree
1.38
1.37

Indegree
1.40
1.52

Centrality
2.78
2.89

According to table 5; “consumer price elasticity” index
was at the first priority with 2.89 centrality value and has the
most effect as well as the “survey on the price” index was at
the last priority with 2.78 centrality value.
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Table 8. Determining the priority of Motive Forces indexes.
Concepts
The Task appropriateness
The reward timeliness
The Task attractiveness
Allocating reward for the task

Outdegree
2.65
2.60
2.59
2.47

Indegree
2.36
2.36
2.57
2.47

Centrality
5.01
4.96
5.16
4.95

According to table 8; the “the task attractiveness” index
was at the first priority with 5.11 centrality and “allocating
reward for the task “index were at the least priority.

Table 6. Determining the priority of financial flows indexes.
Table 9. Determining the priority of main factors indexes.
Concepts
High income for better planning
Employing valuable experts
Expenses for human resource
training
Low cost of Crowdsourcing

Outdegree
2.63
2.44

Indegree
2.47
2.41

Centrality
5.11
4.85

2.35

2.35

4.69

2.27

2.46

4.37

The centrality of “high income for better planning” index
was 5.11 and this index had the most effect. But, “employing
valuable experts”, “low cost of crowdsourcing” and
“expenses for human resource training” indexes were at the
next priorities, respectively.
Table 7. Determining the priority of Executive Decisions indexes.
Concepts
Task dearness
The feedback system
appropriateness
Organizing suitable individuals
Proper control

Outdegree
2.41

Indegree
2.54

Centrality
4.95

2.49

2.60

5.09

2.60
2.52

2.60
2.65

5.20
5.17

In this factor, the “organizing suitable individual” index
had the most priority; so, it has the most effect. After that, the
“proper control”, “the feedback system appropriateness” and
“task clearness” indexes were at the second, third and fourth
priorities with 5.17, 5.09 and 4.95 centrality values,
respectively.

Concepts
Optimum use of the sources
Using the newest sources

Outdegree
1.36
1.36

Indegree
1.22
1.30

Centrality
2.58
2.66

According to centrality values; the “using the newest
sources” index was at the first priority and “optimum use of
the sources “index was at the least priority.
Table 10. Determining the priority of Task Features indexes.
Concepts
Task difficulty
Appropriate to individual talent
Creativity in performing the task
Appropriate to individual expert

Outdegree
2.49
2.86
2.62
2.54

Indegree
2.09
2.36
2.90
2.84

Centrality
4.58
5.22
5.52
5.38

The “creativity in performing the task” index had 5.38
centrality and the most effect. Also, the “appropriate to
individual expert”, “appropriate to individual talent” and
“task difficulty” indexes were at the next priority.
Modeling the factors in crowdsourcing
According to the findings, the mutual effect of
crowdsourcing indexes in tourism industry has been
achieved. So, if it is closer to one, it will represent the effect
intensity better as well as if it is less than 0.5, it will represent
their less effect on each other.

Figure 4. Technology factor modeling.
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Figure 5. Environmental factors modeling.

Figure 6. Market price factor modeling.

Figure 7. Financial flows factor modeling.
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Figure 8. Executive Decisions factor modeling.

Figure 9. Motive Forces factor modeling.

Figure 10. Main Sources factor modeling.
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Figure 11. Task Features factor modeling.

6. Conclusion
Marketing, especially in tourism has become so
widespread these days. Marketing in tourism is very
challenging due to the competitive nature of this sector. So,
firms must pay more attention to factors which may help
them and give competitive advantage to them as well as
make them more innovative. One of the new factors which
can affect marketing and tourism marketing is
crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing itself is a new concept. It
refers to crowd participation in knowledge sharing. It gives
decision makers complete & comprehensive information to
decide about main activities in marketing.
Crowdsourcing is an effective tool for improvement of
marketing
activities
including
market
researches,
communication, new product development and trials,
development of new ideas, as well as others. When
conducted accurately, crowdsourcing plays critical role in
content creation process in marketing and involvement of
existing and potential tourists in marketing activities of
tourism industry.
Some recommendations have been presented based on the
indexes with the most effects;
i. According to that the “social networks” index had the
most effect in determining the priorities of
“technology” factor; it is recommended that the
organizations should have new and complete plans to
communicate with the individuals and inform them to
assign the task better to them.
ii. According to that the “applying competitive
competitiveness” index had the most effect in
determining the priorities of “environmental factors”;
it is recommended that the organizations to identify
their competitive advantages better and try to apply
them more than before.

iii. According to that the “consumer price elasticity” index
had the most effect in determining the priorities of
“product market price” factor; it is recommended that the
organizations to lessen their product costs by assigning
some tasks to the talent crowd with low payment.
iv. According to that the “high income for better
planning” index had the most effect in determining the
priorities of “financial flows” factor; it is
recommended that the organizations can achieve more
income by more innovations in their products.
v. According to that the “organizing suitable individual”
index had the most effect in determining the priorities
of “executive decisions” factor; it is recommended
that the organizations to have proper planning as well
as attract the best and most knowledgeable
individuals.
vi. According to that the “the task attractiveness” index
had the most effect in determining the priorities of
“motive forces” factor; it is recommended that the
organizations try to assign the task according to
individuals’ interest and use them in their favorite
field. (Such as Mapgard & Karnaval which use some
in translations and others in writing).
vii. According to that the “using the newest sources”
index had the most effect in determining the priorities
of “main factors”; it is recommended that
organizations to use more updated and more
knowledgeable individuals as well as try to update
their organizations.
viii. According to that the “creativity in performing the
task” index had the most effect in determining the
priorities of “task features”; it is recommended that
organizations try to attract the most creative ideas and
individuals to flow the creativity in their
organizations.
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